the Adventures of RAT PFINK and BOO BOO

THRILLS! MUSIC!

Filmed in REGULARSCOPE BLACK and WHITE

STARRING
Vin Carolyn Titus Featuing -= KOGAR Saxon Brandt Moede The Swinging Ape

ACTION PACKED!

Screenplay by Ronald Haydock • Produced by George J. Morgan • Directed by Ray Dennis Steckler
Synopsis

When CEEBEE BEAUMONT, girlfriend of singing idol LONNIE LORD, is kidnapped by THE CHAIN GANG, Lonnie and his friend TITUS TWIMBLY swing into action. They become the mighty costumed superheroes RAT PFINK and BOO BOO. Champions of Women and Children Everywhere. Between rock & roll songs at wild watusi go-go parties, Rat Pfink and Boo Boo search for Ceebee in their Ratcycle. After many harrowing escapes they finally rescue Ceebee and end The Chain Gang’s reign of terror — only to face the fanged fury of KOGAR THE APE, escaped from a jungle compound. But Rat Pfink saves the day as well as Ceebee from the escaped ape and all zing over to the city-wide parade held in their honor, as once again Rat Pfink and Boo Boo prove that Crime Does Not Pay!

RUNNING TIME
72 MINUTES

CAROLYN BRANDT

RAT PFINK